The future
is private
By Jessica Santos, MD
As a global compliance director responsible for privacy for one of the world’s leading research, data and
insights corporations, I had been told for years that I had been standing “in the way” of innovation and the
Big Data revolution – so many times that I had the notion that I may be a nemesis of future civilizations.
Today, the tides have turned and I’ve witnessed a dramatic change in perceptions toward privacy – from
privacy being considered a burden, to an option, to a necessity, and now to “to the future,” where it may
drive the next wave of innovation.

A decade
of privacy
‘norm’ change
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To access free Wi-Fi, we all need to tick the boxes and
give some personal data, but many people are giving
fake personal data in order to protect themselves.
This demonstrates an increasing demand for privacy
protections in order to maintain value for businesses.1
Big Tech companies – arguably some of the worst offenders
in privacy violations – are now tripping over themselves in
a rush to release new privacy initiatives that will hopefully
regain consumer trust after decades of abuse.

Privacy is no longer
“added value” but
instead an “essential
factor” for consumers.

This all started in 2019 when Facebook CEO Mark
Zuckerberg announced at Facebook’s F8 developer
conference that the dominant vision over the last decade
was to build global communities that would bring
the world together, for better or worse.2 Considering
Zuckerberg’s infamous 2010 quote – “privacy is no longer
a social norm” – and the fact that Facebook profited
handsomely through audacious privacy violations and
weak legislation over the last decade, public and media
reactions have been sceptical.3
Still, Zuckerberg is committed to turning his company
around. He recently said that privacy going forward
will be the defining pillar of his social network’s
sprawling empire. Facebook will transition away
from its news feed and public posts toward a
“privacy-focused communications platform” that
unifies its messaging products around concepts like
ephemerality and encryption.6
Apple leaned heavily on privacy with its 2019 campaign,
which featured slogans such as “Privacy. That’s iPhone.”
and “What happens on your iPhone, stays on your
iPhone.” In November 2019, Apple updated its privacy
website to read like its product pages – communicating
its privacy policies in a simple, intuitive and easily
digestible format. This directly addressed the 68% of
consumers who find companies’ terms and conditions
and privacy policies difficult to read, resulting in only
28% reading them often (SONAR™). This followed
Apple’s September 2019 rollout of the iOS 13, an updated
operating system that puts data privacy front and
center. One of its features blocks voice over internet
protocol (VoIP) apps from running in the background
when not in use, preventing these apps from collecting
data from unwitting users.
As for Google, in October 2019, the company announced
a new password checkup function that automatically
checks users’ passwords for security concerns – alerting
them if their passwords are vulnerable or have been
compromised in a third-party breach. In May 2019,
Google opened a privacy engineering hub in Europe.9
The new Google Safety Engineering Center (GSEC) is
founded on the belief that “privacy and safety must be
equally available to everyone in the world” and will work
on “building privacy and security into the core of our
products,” explains GSEC CEO Sundar Pichai.
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Privacy
increases the
value of data
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With data now being viewed as an asset, commodity or
even a hard currency that organizations must possess10,
how to maximize the value of data is a top priority for
businesses. If we need to put a dollar value on data,
it’s priced at U.S. consumers’ demographics at $87 per
month, digital behavior at $105 per month, purchase
data at $200 per month, location data at $375 per month
and biometrics data at $550 per month, according to
SONAR™ research (JWT, 2019).11
On the other side of the lens looking at the cost of
privacy violations, there are 3,800 publicly disclosed data
breaches, with 4.5 billion records exposed and an annual
cost forecast to be $2.1 trillion12,13 in 2019. Healthcare is
the most expensive industry for a data breach – at $6.45
million, according to IBM.14
While data use was originally intended to help make
consumers’ lives easier by connecting them with
personally relevant information, products and services,
this intent was quickly forgotten as brands fell prey to
the siren call of data mining. Today, corporate use of data
is generally perceived as underhanded and unethical,
with 89% of consumers feeling that the way companies
collect and use data is “sneaky.” 15 With consumers
nearing a breaking point amid increasingly frequent
and severe data breaches – from the seminal Cambridge
Analytica scandal, to the massive Equifax credit breach,
to the September 2019 Ecuador data leak – brands
are starting to course-correct, shedding light on their
policies and practices.16
The average ratio of benefits to spend is 2.7. This means
that for every dollar of investment, companies received
$2.70 worth of benefit, according to Cisco17 in 2019
based on a double-blind study among 2,800 security
professionals in 13 countries.
Today, most organizations are seeing very positive
returns on their privacy investments. Organizations
receive significant business benefits from privacy (e.g.,
operational efficiency, agility and innovation have
grown to over 70%); and the clear majority (82%) of
organizations view privacy as a buying factor when
selecting a product or vendor in their supply chain.
Additionally, there is a strong correlation between
organizations’ privacy accountability and lower breach
costs, shorter sales delays and higher financial returns.
Today, there is clear evidence that privacy has become
an attractive investment, even beyond any compliance
requirements. That’s because organizations that get
privacy right improve their customer relationships,
operational efficiency and bottom-line results.

If data is the equivalent
of oil in the digital
revolution, privacy is
the oil refinery before
data reaches the pumps.
When businesses utilize
the power of privacy,
the rewards are very
handsome.
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How to
make privacy
the future?
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As consumers, we are constantly asked to approve the use
of cookies, but how many of us are reading the fine print
in our hurry to get to something interesting? That is the
argument historically used by corporations – use vague
consent processes and maze-like privacy policies. This
remained until Wall Street responded instantaneously to
privacy violations. For example, Facebook paid $550 million
in January 2020 in one of largest privacy settlements in U.S.
history, and its share price dropped 7.2% that day.18 This is
contrary to a 2019 case, when FTC’s shares actually went up
2% after a $5 billion fine by FTC in July 2019. The stock price
fluctuation matters more than monetary fine amounts to
corporations to a certain extent because it also indicates
consumer confidence and future forecasting.
Transparency
Today, transparency is THE most important practice!
However, in order to be honest and transparent, you need
to know what you are doing or intend to do. This is a huge
challenge for some businesses, which have no clear data
inventory of their business or business plan, but have huge
appetites for acquiring data and “figuring it out later.”
“Brands are getting more aware that developing loyalty
means transparency,” according to Brittany Kaiser, data
transparency advocate and former business development
director for Cambridge Analytica. “It doesn’t mean
constantly trying to grab your consumers’ attention.
It means developing a conversation and a trusting
relationship.”19
Ownership
Data ownership is a topic within privacy legislation that
came up during public consultancy, usage and control
debates over the times. Logically, many think consumers
themselves do and should have complete control over the
data on their devices. But it is not an easy arrangement.
How ownership is materialized, exercised, transferred
or inherited are not clear. Typically, consumers agree
to have their data shared with a number of parties via
companies’ privacy policies, terms and conditions, and user
agreements, and their data are automatically uploaded to
the cloud, where sharing is made easy. This occurs whether
consumers are aware that data is collected, shared,
licensed, sold, repurposed and transferred.20 Businesses do
not have ownership, but property rights over the data set
they obtained, collected or processed. Consumers have an
interest to give them a degree of control, but not property
ownership as case laws in the U.S. don’t support individual
ownership rights, although laws and interpretation of the
laws could change over time.
Instead, the focus should be on how we use the data in
a better way. Consumers must be informed and have
autonomy, but not be scared off.21 Privacy means visibility
and control for people. Privacy policies used to be written
by legal to protect businesses, however they should be
written FOR users to promote the business22, with user
cases that are most useful and relevant.
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Consumers are much more engaged now than ever. We
will share if we see benefits and be part of the ecosystem.
Although some benefit can be long term (e.g. better
understanding of epidemiology or medical advancement)
instead of short term (e.g. free Wi-Fi), we still have control of
such choices, like the Stanford marshmallow experiment.23
Ethics and boundaries
An important question is, “Where do you draw the line on
acceptable, reasonably acceptable and too much?” It’s a
fine line between pleasantly surprised (e.g. a free coffee) or
convenience, and invasion or even creepy. The rule should
be, “Will you be happy if you were the data subject being
processed?”
And one of the biggest threats is secondary use of
data, because of its unknown origin, unclear data collection
purpose and unquantifiable potential harm
to the individual.24
A good rule is to always ask: “Are we collecting a lot of data
that we don’t need, that’s not clean and we don’t know
what to do about it, or just because we can?” Failure to do
so will increase risk exponentially because of accidental
loss, unauthorized access, data storage and unclear legal
basis.
Technology
Despite the fact that technology can be perceived as “all of
the problem” and “some of the solution,” my biggest bet
on the “private future” is still on technology. Privacy is not
all technology, but it has a huge impact, including security
measures, access control, accidental disclosure barriers,
training and monitoring, etc. Technology could enable us
to protect individuals, preserve utility and explore the full
potential of Big Data.25 We can make data more useful and
accessible, at the same time keeping individuals protected.
Data sharing in a secured, protected matter is more of a
technology challenge instead of regulatory one.

One common myth in
business is more data
is better, with which
most data scientists
disagree, as they would
rather have clean, good
quality data with clear
direction of what it can
and can’t do.

Regulation may be regarded as a barrier, but it forces
businesses to achieve better innovation. Emergency stop
functions, or kill switches, on machinery were invented
because privacy regulation only allowed essential
surveillance. Technology and the sharing of personal
information will be indispensable to participation in
modern society. Internet access and use of new digital
technologies will be necessary for employment, education,
access to benefits, and full participation in economic and
civic life.26 It’s time to redefine the incentive systems in
our data economy and invest in trust-first technologies
and business models that put people’s privacy first.
If implemented effectively, these privacy-enhancing
solutions can help communities engage more fully and
fearlessly in the modern world and realize the full value of
the growing digital economy.27
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What can we do?
First, we must DREAM! We must look at the bigger picture,
be open-minded on technology that we can use and
accept AI and machine learning. The IoT will come faster
than expected, and we must determine how we fit it.
Second, we must have a PLAN! That means convincing the
the powers that be of what we want to do, what we can do,
and what we will do. Risk can be presented on the biggest
and smallest cases of sanctions, with contracts, reputation
and financial wins and losses directly a result of privacy
implementation plans.
Third, we must have a GO! This means training for all,
developing skills for many (and not just for the heavily
involved!), doing a dummy run and creating a culture that
matters for everyone.
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Final
thoughts
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Privacy and accountability are central to our data-driven
innovation, and have become key differentiators for
our business. Caroline Louveaux, chief privacy officer,
Mastercard, said, “Privacy and accountability is a critical
investment for forward-looking companies.”28
While some initiatives mark the first step in repairing
the damage already inflicted in the data privacy battle,
there is still a way to go. “This idea that we can control
our own data and our digital identity is not a figment
of our imagination or a or a wild hope for the future, it’s
actually possible. And, brands that are able to reliably
and ethically bring this future to fruition will find success
among consumers.”29
Without a doubt, we are entering a privacy era.
What stops a business from flourishing is a “lack of
privacy.” Smart mattresses, smart implants, IoT, cyberattacks and more are all held back because of privacy
issues. Social media and an open internet didn’t bring
ultimate democracy as we predicted, as terrorism and
pornography have also benefited from uncontrolled
use of data. However, consumers can only trust their
data if it’s safe, well-used and does no harm. A brand
must be trusted to excel. Consumers care. Regulatory
bodies are increasing their enforcement actions and
legislation paces, and consumers are no longer naïve
and understand they have a choice. The only way for a
business to succeed is to make the future private.

Privacy and innovation
is not a binary thing.
Not only can they can
co-exist, they can also
enhance each other’s
potential and achieve
greater good.
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